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     A Mere Boy stood on a pile of blue stones.  His attitude was regardant.  The day was seal brown.  There 
was a vermilion valley containing a church.  The church’s steeple aspired strenuously in a direction tangent 
to the earth’s center.  A pale wind mentioned tremendous facts under its breath with certain effort at 
concealment to seven not-dwarfed poplars on an un-distant mauve hilltop. 
     The Mere Boy was a brilliant blue color.  The effect of the scene was not un-kaleidoscopic. 
     After a certain appreciable duration of time the Mere Boy abandoned his regardant demeanor.  The 
strenuously aspiring church steeple no longer projected itself upon his consciousness.  He found means to 
remove himself from the pile of blue stones.  He set his face valleyward. 
     He proceeded. 
     The road was raw umber.  There were on it wagon ruts.  There were on it pebbles, Naples yellow in 
color.  One was green.  The Mere Boy allowed the idea of the green pebble to nick itself into the sharp edge 
of the disc of his Perception. 
     “Ah,” he said, “a green pebble.” 
     The rather pallid wind communicated another Incomprehensible Fact to the paranthine trees.  It would 
appear that the poplars understood. 
     “Ah,” repeated the Mere Boy, “a Green Pebble.” 
     “Sho-o,” remarked the wind. 
     The Mere Boy moved appreciably forward.  If there were a thousand men in a procession and nine 
hundred and ninety-nine should suddenly expire, the one man who was remnant would assume the 
responsibility of the procession. 
     The Mere Boy was an abbreviated procession. 
     The blue Mere Boy transported himself diagonally athwart the larger landscape, printed in four colors, 
like a poster. 
     On the uplands were chequered squares made by fields, tilled and otherwise.  Cloud-shadows moved 
from square to square.  It was as if the Sky and Earth were playing a tremendous game of chess. 
     By and by the Mere Boy observed an Army of a Million Men.  Certain cannon, like voluble but 
noncommittal toads with hunched backs, fulminated vast hiccoughs at impassioned intervals.  Their own 
invulnerableness was offensive. 



     An officer of blue serge waved a sword, like a picture in a school history.   The non-committal toads 
pullulated with brief red pimples and swiftly relapsed to impassivity. 
     The line of the Army of a Million Men obnubilated itself in whiteness as a line of writing is blotted with 
a new blotter. 
     “Go teh blazes b’Jimminy,” remarked the Mere Boy. “What yeh’s shooting fur.  They might be people 
in that field.” 
     He was terrific in his denunciation of such negligence.  He debated the question of his ir-removability. 
     “If I’m goin’ teh be shot,” he observed; “If I’m goin’ teh be shot, b’Jimminy--” 
 
     A Thing lay in the little hollow. 
     The little hollow was green. 
     The Thing was pulpy white. Its eyes were white.  It had blackish-yellow lips. It was beautifully spotted 
with red, like tomato stains on a rolled napkin. 
     The yellow sun was dropping on the green plain of the earth, like a twenty-dollar gold piece falling on 
the baize cloth of a gaming table.  The blue serge officer abruptly discovered the punctured Thing in the 
Hollow.  He was struck with the ir-remediableness of the business. 
     “Gee,” he murmured with interest.  “Gee, it’s a Mere Boy.” 
     The Mere Boy had been struck with seventy-seven rifle bullets.  Seventy had struck him in the chest, 
seven in the head.  He bore close resemblance to the top of a pepper castor. 
     He was dead. 
     He was obsolete. 
     As the blue serge officer bent over him he became aware of a something in the Thing’s hand. 
     It was a green pebble. 
     “Gee,” exclaimed the blue serge officer. “A green pebble, gee.” The large Wind evolved a threnody with 
reference to the seven undistant poplars. 
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     [The first sentence of the parody refers to the opening of Maggie and the rest satirizes The Red Badge of 
Courage.] 
 


